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Abstract: Extraction and solution of the gyroplane trim equations are the goal of this paper. At first according to forces 

and moments acting on gyroplane and the different parts of gyroplane, the six equations of the rigid body will be 

extracted. Because of the trim conditions, angular velocity and linear acceleration are considered to be zero. Then the 

energy balance equation will be derived by modeling forces and velocities. The energy balance equation shows the 

advancing efficient power, which is derived from the engine, is equal to all depleted powers (induced power, profile 

power, main rotor power, parasite power, climb power) by the gyroplane. Then by modeling non-dimensional velocities in 

the parallel and perpendicular directions of the main rotor reference plane, the main rotor momentum equation will be 

extracted. The forces of each different parts of the gyroplane will be derived according to the trim control parameters in 

the body axes. They will be assigned into the rigid body equations of motion. By solving the rigid body, energy balance 

and main rotor momentum equations, for several flight scenarios, the pilot trim control parameters (containing thrust, 

angle of attack for reference plane, pilot blade pitch angle and Rudder angle) will be obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 The gyroplane structure is a combination of the airplane 

and helicopter. It has a propeller engine as airplane. For 

more stability, the engine is placed in the back of the 

gyroplane center of mass. It has a main rotor as helicopter 

but the rotor is not jointed to any engine and does 

autorotation. When the pilot brings up the reference plane, 

the rotor takes up wash. Because of drag force differential 

between two blades, the rotor auto rotates and produces lift 

and drag. The main rotor rotates freely and produces much 

lift. Therefore the gyroplane band length is short (about 30 

meters). It has invented before helicopter. After the 

helicopter invention, usage of the gyroplane significantly 

becomes decreased. It is safer than helicopter when the 

engine fails because of its autorotation. However it can not 

flight vertically nor does hovering flight as the helicopter. 

The gyroplane price is cheaper than the helicopter price. At 

now people in many countries in the world have gone back 

to use gyroplane because of these advantages [1]. 

2. THEORETICAL DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS 

 By considering a control volume around the gyroplane, 

from the Reynolds Ronald's transportation formula 

(transportation from system to control volume) the 

conservative rule of linear, angular momentum, mass and 

energy can be derived for it. The conservative rule of the 

linear momentum gives three equations of motion in three 

perpendicular directions. The conservative rule of angular 

momentum gives three angular equations of motion around  
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the three perpendicular directions. From the conservative 

rule of mass the continuous equation can be derived and 

from the conservative rule of the energy the scalar equation 

for the produced and consumed powers can be derived. In 

addition to these equations three kinematics equations and 

three navigation equations can be derived from the Euler 

angles. If the gyroplane be surrounded by a control volume, 

all of these equations can be derived for it. Because of trim 

conditions, its acceleration and angular velocity should be 

considered to be zero. Therefore the six kinematics and 

navigation equations will be cancelled. Because its mass is 

considered to be constant, the continuous mass equation will 

be cancelled. Therefore following equations will be derived 

for the gyroplane [2]. 

FA + FT + FW = 0  

MA +MT = 0  

E = 0  

where F and M represent the force and momentum vector 

and the subscripts A, T and W represent aerodynamics, thrust 

and weight. E represents energy. 

 The main rotor is not rigid respect to the other sections of 

the gyroplane therefore to consider its effect; the blade 

momentum equation will be derived separately. 

 The subscripts (M, P, H, V, F) represent main rotor, 

propeller engine, horizontal tail, vertical tail, and fuselage. 

 According to Figs. (1-3) six equations of the rigid body 

will be as equations (1) to (6) [3,  4] 

XM + XP + XH + XV + XF =W sin( b )          (1) 

YM +YP +YV +YF = W sin( b )          (2) 
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Fig. (1). Side view for showing gyroplane forces and moments. 

 

Fig. (2). Top view for showing gyroplane forces and moments. 

 

Fig. (3). Rear view for showing gyroplane forces and moments. 

(R, M, N) In order represent roll, pitch and yaw moments around the body axes. 

(X, Y, N) Represent forces in the longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions of the body axes. 

(l, y, h) Represent longitudinal, lateral and vertical distance from the center of mass. The center of body axes is in the center of mass. 
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ZM + ZP + ZH + ZV + ZF = W cos( b )          (3) 

(R +Yh + Zy)M + (R +Yh + Zy)P + (Zy)H
+(Yh)V + (R +Yh + Zy)F = 0

         (4) 

(M Xh + Zl)M + ( Xh + Zl)P + ( Xh + Zl)H +

( Xh)V + (M Xh + Zl)F = 0
        (5) 

(N Yl Xy)M + ( Yl Xy)P + ( Xy)H +

( Yl Xy)V + (N Yl Xy)F = 0
        (6) 

 Consider  = b where b is side slip and b , øb are body 

pitch and roll angles. Suppose øb = 0, 

MV = NH = RV = RH = RF = 0 and W is the gyroplane gravity 

weight. 

 The efficient power given to the gyroplane system which 

is taken from the engine is equal to TP.V. Where V is the 

gyroplane advance velocity. In the other word some parts of 

the engine power will be used to conquer on profile, induced 

power of the propeller and friction power of the engine axes. 

 The gyroplane consumed powers are induced power (Pi), 

profile power (Pprof), main rotor friction power (PfM), parasite 

power (Pparaz), climb power (Pc). Therefore the energy 

balance equation will be as: 

TP .V = PPP = Pi + Pprof + Pparaz + PfM + Pc , where P is the 

engine power efficiency coefficient and P<1. 

 At now these powers can be derived according to power 

coefficients: 

 PP = CPP
RP

2 (Rp )3  and PfM = CPfM
R2 (R )3  Where ,  

are the main rotor and propeller rpm and R, RP are the main 

rotor and propeller radius. 

 If the two sides of the energy balance equation be divided 

by R2 (R )3 , it changes to: CPP
= CPi

+ CPprof
+ CPParaz

+ CPfM
+ CpC

 

where = P

RP
2 (Rp )3

R2 (R )3
, therefore 

TP .V = R2 (R )3(CPi
+ CPprof

+ CPParaz
+ CPfM

+ CpC
) . 

 The non-dimensional velocities (μ, ), which are parallel 

and vertical to the reference plane, can be derived as (7) and 

(8) [5]. 

(The reference plane is perpendicular to the control axes). 

μ =
V cos( r )

R
            (7) 

=
V sin( r ) +

R
            (8) 

r is the reference plane angle of attack which, unlike the 

reference plane angle of attack in the helicopter, is above the 

longitudinal body axes in the forward flight [6]. 

 For the rotor momentum,  T = m V  where T is the main 

rotor thrust.  m  is the air mass rate crossing from the 

reference plane in the forward flight. From the reference [3], 

V = 2  and  is the main rotor induced velocity in the 

forward flight. Consider the air current velocity crossing 

from the reference plane is V  and the rotor Thrust coefficient 

is CT [7 , 8]. Therefore 

 

T = m V = R2V ' (2 ) =
T

2 R2V '  

V '
= (V sin( r ) + )2 + (V cos( r ))

2  

V ' = R ( 2
+ μ2 )  

CT =
T

R2 (R )2
 

=
1

2

(CT R )
2
+ μ2

            (9) 

 The equation (9) is the blade momentum equation. 

 According to the Fig. (5) the air speed components in the 

blade section of r can be derived. Consider =
d

dt
 or 

= .dt  and  is the rotor flapping angle. 

uT = (r +V cos( r )sin( ))cos( )

uP = (V sin( r ) + ) cos( ) + r
d

dt
+V cos( r ) cos( )sin( )

 

= tan 1(
uP
uT
)  

u = uP
2
+ uT

2  

 

 

Fig. (4). Main rotor longitudinal forces. 
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 The gyroplane forces and moments coefficients are 

similar to them in the helicopter but its reference plane angle 

of attack and blade pitch angle will be negative respect to 

them in the helicopter. Therefore from the reference [9, 10], 

in the reference plane axes the rotor thrust and drag and side 

forces, (T, H, Y), can be derived: 

T = CT R2 (R )2

H = CH R2 (R )2

Y = CY R2 (R )2
 

where (CT, CH, CY) are thrust, drag and side force 

coefficients. 

 Lift and drag (l, d) for a section of blade: 

l =
1

2
u2ccl  

d =
1

2
u2ccd  

cl, cd, c, u, ø are lift, drag coefficient, cord, air speed and 

induced angle for each section of the blade. Therefore 

Fz = l cos( ) d sin( )  

Fx = l sin( ) + d cos( )  

Fr = Fz  

Fz , Fx , Fr are the airfoil forces in each section of the blade 

and are perpendicular to each other. 

Fr is radial force in the blade plane. Fx is the force which is 

in the blade plane and Fz is vertical force which is 

perpendicular to the blade plane. 

 The pitch and flapping angles respect to blade plane and 

reference plane are (
= 0 + twr + 1c cos( ) + 1s sin( ),    

= 0 + 1c cos( ) + 1s sin( )
 

which are shown in the Figs. (7, 8). 

 From the reference [10-12]; 

CT

a
=
1

2

Fz
ac
drd

0

1

0

2

 

CH

a
=
1

2
(
Fx
ac
sin( ) +

Fr
ac
cos( ))drd

0

1

0

2

 

CY

a
=
1

2
(
Fx
ac
cos( ) +

Fr
ac
sin( ))drd

0

1

0

2

 

=
NcR

R2
, =

acR4

Ib
, Ib =

m

3
R3  

 N and m are the number of blade and the mass for a 

blade. Ib is inertial momentum about the flapping line for a 

blade and a is the rotor lift coefficient [13]. After integrating 

CT =
a

2
[ 0

3
(1+

3

2
μ2 ) + tw

4
(1+ μ2 )

2
]  

(a)                   (b) 

 

Fig. (5). Tangential and radial air speed components respect to the blade in the forward flight; (a) uT , uR and (b) uP =  uR. 

 

Fig. (6). Blade section aerodynamics and forces. 
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CY =
a

2
[ 0 (

1

3 1c +
1

2
μ ) + tw (

1

4 1c +
1

4
μ )

1

6 1c 0 + 1s (
1

4
μ 1c +

1

4
)

+
3

4 1c +
1

6 0 1s +
1

4
μ( 0

2
+ 1c

2 )]+
cd0
4

μ

 

CH =
a

2
[ 0 (

3

2
μ 0 +

1

3
μ 1s (1+

3

2
μ2 )

+ tw (
1

2
μ 0 +

1

4 1s (1+ μ2 )) + 1c (
1

4
+
1

4
μ 1c )

+ 1s (
1

2
μ 1s +

1

6 0 (1+ 3μ
2 ))

3

4 1s

+ 0 1c (
1

6
μ2 )

3

2
μ 0

1

4
μ 1s 1c

 

 By attention to the Figs. (7, 8) suppose the blade pitch 

and flapping angles are 

= 0 + twr

= 0 + 1c cos( ) + 1s sin( )
 

1s = 1c = 0  

 From the reference [13] the flapping angle can be derived as 

0 = [ 0

8
(1+ μ2 ) + tw

10
(1+

5

6
μ2 )

6
]       (10) 

1s =
( 4 / 3)μ 0

1+
1

2
μ2

        (11) 

1c = 2μ
(
4

3 0 + tw )

μ2

2
1

         (12) 

 For each section of the gyroplane the forces should be 

derived [14-16]. Therefore 

1-  For the engine YP= ZP= iP = 0 where iP is the engine 

incidence angle respect to the longitudinal body axes 

and TP is along the longitudinal body axes. 

 XP = TP and RP = PP /  

 Consider b = b – fp , where b and fp are the body 

angle of attack and flight path angle. 

 The horizontal tail, vertical tail and body forces in the 

wind axes should be converted to the body axes by 

the transformation TF = T b   T b  where; 

T b =

cos( b ) sin( b ) 0

sin( b ) cos( b ) 0

0 0 1

, 

T b =

cos( b ) 0 sin( b )

0 1 0

sin( b ) 0 cos( b )

 

2- The main rotor forces in the body axes; 

 The main rotor forces in the wind axes should be 

converted to the body axes by the transformation 

TFm =   Tm  T b  where; 

Tm =

cos( r ) 0 sin( r )

0 1 0

sin( r ) 0 cos( r )

 

 Therefore the main rotor forces in the body axes will 

be as Fm = TFm . (H ,Y ,T )T , (the superscript T 

represents transposition). 

   

Fig. (7). (a); Flapping cone angle. (b); Longitudinal flapping angle (left view). (c); Lateral flapping angle (rear view). 

         (a)            (b) 

 

Fig. (8). (a); Tip Path Plane (TPP) longitudinal tilt respect to No Feathering Plane (NFP), (advance side view). (b); Tip Path Plane lateral tilt 

respect to No Feathering Plane (rear view). Ø and , the induced and flapping angles are small respectively. Therefore 

sin( ) ,    cos( ) 1,   sin( ) ,   cos( ) 1,   8 < < +8  

(a)                                   (b)                                                      (c) 
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XM

YM
ZM

=

Fm(1)

Fm(2)

Fm(3)

 

 Fm(i) represents the i
th

 element of the Fm vector, 

i=1,2,3. 

 Consider Cd , CL , Cd0 , CL0 , and CL  , represent drag, 

lift coefficient, drag coefficient for the zero angle of 

attack, lift coefficient for the zero angle of attack and 

lift coefficient derivative respect to angle of attack. 

 L and D represent aerodynamics surfaces lift and drag 

in the wind axes. 

3- The horizontal tail forces; 

 Fh = TF  . (DH , 0, LH )T  

 Consider the interference angle on the horizontal tail 

by the engine, main rotor, fuselage and flight path be 

zero. Therefore H = b and the horizontal tail forces 

in the body axes will be as 

 =

)3(

)2(

)1(

Fh

Fh

Fh

Z

Y

X

H

H

H

 

 where Fh(i) represents the i
th

 element of the Fh 

vector, i=1,2,3. 

 LH = ( H )qAHCLH
 

 DH = ( H )qAH [
(CL )

2

.AR
(1+ i ) + Cd0

]H  

 CLH
= (CL0

+ CL )H  

 H = qH / q , q = (1 / 2) u2 . 

 AH, ARH and qH are area, aspect ratio and dynamics 

pressure of the horizontal tail. 

  i is tail span efficiency coefficient. Suppose (CL0)H = 

0. 

4- Vertical tail forces: 

 Fv = TF  . (DV , LV , 0)T  

 Consider interference angle on the vertical tail by the 

engine, main rotor and flight path is zero. Therefore 

V = b and the vertical tail forces in the body axes 

will be as 

 

XV

YV
ZV

=

Fv(1)

Fv(2)

Fv(3)

 

 Fv(i) represents the i
th

 element of the Fv vector, 

i=1,2,3. 

 Consider CL  represent vertical tail lift coefficient 

derivative respect to side slip angle. Therefore 

 LV = ( V )qAVCLV
 

 DV = ( V )qAV [
(CL )

2

.AR
(1+ i ) + Cd0

]V + Din  

 CLV
= (CL0

+ CL + CL R
R)V  

 V = qV / q . 

 AV, ARV and qV are area, aspect ratio and dynamics 

pressure of the vertical tail. 

 Din is vertical tail interference drag and i is tail span 

efficiency coefficient. Suppose (CL0)V = 0 and Din= 

0. 

5- Fuselage forces; 

 Ff = TF  . (DF ,SFF , LF )T  

 where SFF is the fuselage side force. 

 Consider interference angle on the fuselage by the 

main rotor and flight path is zero. The vertical tail 

forces in the body axes will be as; 

 

XF

YF
ZF

=

Ff (1)

Ff (2)

Ff (3)

 

 where Ff(i) represents the i
th

 element of the Ff vector, 

i=1,2,3. 

 DF = CdF
qAF  

 YF = CYF
qAF  

 LF = CLF
qAF  

 CYF
= (CY0

+ CY )F  

 CLF
= (CL0

+ CL )F  

 AF is the gyroplane wetted area. consider CdF
 be 

constant. 

  CY  is side force coefficient derivative respect to side 

slip angle. 

 For the energy balance equation, all consumed 

powers are equal to all produced powers. Therefore; 

 

 where P, dWt, represent power and total work 

differential. F, V, M and  are force, velocity, 

momentum and angular velocity vectors. According 

to the trim condition  therefore 

P =
dWt

dt
= F.V . 

 The consumed work is equal to the air displacement 

respect to body to the force which is merged form the 

displacement. 
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 The efficient work is equal to the body displacement 

respect to the inertial system to the force. 

 Therefore the powers can be written as: 

 
Pi = T ,   Pprof = HV cos( r ),   

Pparaz = DBHVV ,   Pc =WV sin( FP )
 

 The energy balance equation will be as (13) 

 
HV cos( r ) + DBHVV +WV sin( FP ) +

T = TPV cos( b ) cos( b ) + PMtotal
PfM

      (13) 

 W is the gyroplane weight. DBHV is the gyroplane 

body, horizontal tail and vertical tail drag. PMtotal
 

represents the main rotor engine power which is zero. 

Consider FP = 0 and PMtotal
=0. 

6. AUTOROTATION MECHANISM 

 The air current has two components respect to the blade 

plane. One component is the perpendicular component. It is 

small near the hub because the induced velocity is high in 

there. Another component is in the blade plane which 

increases from root to tip. For this reason the induced angle 

increases near the root therefore the blade angle of attack 

increases and the stall occurs in there. In the tip and root 

region, the induced drag is smaller than the profile drag. 

These two regions take air current energy. In the middle 

region (between tip and root region) the induced drag 

conquers on the profile drag and produces rotating torque by 

using air current energy. Its torque is more than opposite 

torque in the tip and root regions. This is shown in the Fig. 

(10). The stall region and produced and consumed power 

regions of the rotor are shown obviously in the Fig. (10) [17-

19]. 

 The rotating torque (dQ) for the blade section is 

dQ = (d  l)ydy = 0

cd
cl

= =
 

  is the blade pitch angle respect to blade plane and  is 

the angle of attack for the blade section respect to u. 

y is the blade section position from hub. 

 According to the auto rotation diagram (Fig. 11), there is 

three regions: 1- near the root cd/cl is small and the produced 

torque conquers on the consumed torque. Therefore it tends 

to increase the rotor rpm. 2- Near the tip cd/cl is large and the 

consumed torque conquers on produce torque. Therefore it 

tends to decreases the rotor rpm. 3- When cd/cl becomes 

equal to induced angle the consumed torque will be equal to 

the produced torque. Therefore for each pitch angle the trim 

condition of the blade element will be occurred on the line of 

45 degrees. By attention to the point A in the Fig. (11), the 

pilot should uses air current energy optimally. In order to 

reach this goal the pilot should adjust the blade's pitch angle 

so that the induced angle line of 45 degrees interacts the 

diagram of cd/cl   in the minimum point [20-22]. 

 For the gyroplane, model JT-5B, the trim equations for 

the several flight scenarios will be solved. The units of all 

parameters are metric. Consider b= 0, Fp= 0 and b = -0.01 

(rad). The flight is done in sea level therefore  = 1.23. The 

results will be as which is shown in Table 1. 

 

Fig. (9). Air current consumed and air current produced rotating power for the different sections of the blades in the vertical autorotation. 
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Fig. (10). Distributed autorotation power on the rotor plane in the 
forward flight. 

 The mathematical software is used for this problem. 

Newton’s method for the find root command converged the 

equations with maximum iteration 5000, accuracy goal 10 

and working precision 10. 

 Maxiteration specify the maximum number of steps to 

take in trying to find a solution. 

 AccuracyGoal is an option for various numerical 

operations which specifies how many digits of accuracy 

should be sought in the final result. AccuracyGoal 

effectively specifies the absolute error allowed in a 

numerical procedure. 

 

Fig. (11). autorotation diagram for describing trim condition in the 
blade element. 

 WorkingPrecision is an option for various numerical 

operations which specifies how many digits of precision 

should be maintained in internal computations. Setting 

WorkingPrecision->n causes all internal computations to be 

done to at most n-digit precision. 

Table 1. Gyroplane Trim Parameters for Three Speed and 

Three Weight Scenarios 

 

V=19 (m/s) 

W (N) r (rad) 0 (rad) r (rad) TP (N) 

2000 -0.0588 -0.01123 0.0119673 820.643 

2400 -0.0707 -0.0137 0.01208 879.009 

2800 -0.0826 -0.0151 0.0121 946.8 

V=22 (m/s) 

W (N) r (rad) 0 (rad) r (rad) TP (N) 

2300 -0.05037 -0.01089 0.01198 1054.31 

2350 -0.0514 -0.01125 0.01199 1060 

2450 -0.0536 -0.01191 0.01202 1072.46 

V=25 (m/s) 

W (N) r (rad) 0 (rad) r (rad) TP (N) 

2350 -0.0397 -0.0086 0.01193 1296.95 

2400 -0.04065 -0.0091 0.01194 1301.81 

2500 -0.0423 -0.0099 0.01197 1311.83 

 

 According to Table 1 the results are reasonable because 

the gyroplane reference plane angle of attack is obtained 

negative. This means unlike the helicopter reference plane 

the gyroplane reference plane has the positive angle of attack 

respect to the longitudinal body axes. Therefore it takes up 

wash for auto rotating and produces drag and sufficient lift. 

The pilot pitch angle for the blade is obtained negative. The 

gyroplane rotor has not initial rpm as helicopter rotor. 

Therefore its blades should take negative pitch angle to do 

autorotation counter clockwise as the helicopter rotor [23, 

24]. 

7. CONCLUSION 

 Extraction and solution gyroplane trim equations shows 

that for the various flight conditions and parameters how 

much the pilot should change the trim control devices. It also 

shows that "are these flight conditions possible in addition to 

the limitation of trim control devices?" From the results, the 

answers of the many requirement questions will be obvious 

in the gyroplane design cycle and the gyroplane design cycle 

converges too fast. Then the size of its different parts can be 

revised. The more accurate data gives the more accurate 

results. Therefore it is suggested for obtaining the more 

accurate data; the wind tunnel tests with real size should be 

used [25]. 

NOMENCLATURE 

TP = Propeller Thrust 

V = Gyroplane forward velocity 

W = Gyroplane gravity weight 

r = Reference plane angle of attack 
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0 = Pilot blade pitch angle 

r = Rudder angle 
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